An Introduction to Free and Currently Available Resources

**Video Resources**

**Nebraska**
- Twelve video scenarios by the Nebraska Professional Practices Commission
  - Crossing Boundaries: Contracts
  - Crossing Boundaries: Time on Duty
  - Crossing Boundaries: Testing
  - Crossing Boundaries: Social Media
  - Crossing Boundaries: Inappropriate Relationships
  - Crossing Boundaries: Alcohol
  - Case Study 1: Prescription Drug Use
  - Case Study 2: Theft
  - Case Study 3: Contract Abrogation
  - Case Study 4: School Computer Misuse
  - Case Study 5: Personal Computer Felony
  - Case Study 6: Inappropriate Relationships
- Facilitator Guide:
  38 page manual with video scripts, discussion questions and a resource list all related to
- [https://nppc.nebraska.gov/videos](https://nppc.nebraska.gov/videos)

**Texas**
- 10 video modules produced by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) focusing on the following topics: boundaries, social media, anger management and off-campus behavior.
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwuullSNQUo&list=PLYCCyVaf2g1vuF3qIz1NjxEWFeMtxaBMVc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwuullSNQUo&list=PLYCCyVaf2g1vuF3qIz1NjxEWFeMtxaBMVc)

**Cine Learning**
- Social Media
- Coaching
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it4a24xvHuU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it4a24xvHuU)
- Out for a Drink
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OMjeXdaoHk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OMjeXdaoHk)
- Teacher ride
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0UEFSmxkbk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0UEFSmxkbk)
- Parent Teacher Relationship
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmiaLxCUDkw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmiaLxCUDkw)

**DisruptED TV**
- Live interviews with Phil Rogers and Troy Hutchings regarding the *Model Code of Ethics for Educators*, teacher misconduct and the risks inherent within the teaching profession.
- Two Minute Clip
  [https://vimeo.com/261266599](https://vimeo.com/261266599)
- Video I
  [https://vimeo.com/263466346](https://vimeo.com/263466346)
- Video II
  [https://vimeo.com/262153068](https://vimeo.com/262153068)
Written Resources
Connecticut’s Teacher Education and Mentoring Program
- Facilitators Guide – Module 5
  Understanding the Connecticut Code of Professional Responsibility for Educators using professional dilemmas and facilitated questions

Iowa
- The IBOEE Ethics and Facilitator’s Guide
- This guide uses activities, discussion and case studies to reinforce the Model Code of Ethics for Educators and the Iowa Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics. http://www.sai-iowa.org/Educator%20Ethics%20Facilitator%20Handbook%202017.pdf
- IBOEE Newsletter with case summations

Pennsylvania
- Toolkit for preservice and inservice teachers that includes a facilitator’s manual. The toolkit has case studies, discussion questions and video links.

Article Series (RealClear Politics)
- Eight articles authored by Troy Hutchings published in RealClear Politics in September and October of 2016 discussing the educator ethics space. This article series was sponsored by Educational Testing Service.
- https://www.realcleareducation.com/search/?q=Troy+Hutchings#

Blog Series (NASDTEC – Ethics and Educators)
- Blog entries authored by Troy Hutchings and various guest bloggers that focus on the practical applications of professional ethics in education.
- https://www.nasdtec.net/blogpost/1757877/Ethics-and-Educators

Ontario College of Teachers
- Comprehensive Member Advisories regarding the topics of sexual misconduct, social media, and mental health. They are as follows:
  - Professional Advisory – Duty to Report
  - Professional Advisory – Use of Electronic Communication and Social Media
  - Professional Advisory – Professional Misconduct related to Sexual Abuse and Sexual Misconduct
  - Professional Advisory – Responding to the Bullying of Students
  - Professional Advisory – Safety in Learning Environments: A Shared Responsibility
- https://www.oct.ca/resources/categories/professional-advisories
- Professionally Speaking: Journal with misconduct case summations (Blue Pages) https://professionallyspeaking.oct.ca/

Journal of Cases in Educational Leadership
Sage Publications
Sponsored by University Council for Education Administration
(For preparing school leaders)
Online Resource Center
Center for the Study of Ethics in the Profession
Illinois Institute of Technology
Founded in 1976
http://ethics.iit.edu/

- Ethics Center Library houses a unique collection of 4,000 ethics codes from over 800 professional organizations, businesses, government agencies and other institutions from all over the world and a large collection of ethics education materials.
- Instructor Resources
  1. Ethics Exercises (designed so faculty can easily insert professional ethics instruction into their existing syllabi)
  2. Case Study Writing Assignment
  3. Ethics Presentation & Case Discussions
  4. Ethics Roundtable Discussion
  5. In-Class Ethics Bowl
  6. Interview with a Professional
  7. Newspaper Article Discussion
  8. Professional Codes of Ethics Discussion
  9. Role Play Scenarios
- Extensive Literature Review
- The Ethics Education Library is a collection of resources for scholars and university administrators interested in developing ethics training and instruction programs for undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral students.

In addition...
- Consider setting up Google Alerts (e.g., educator misconduct, teacher misconduct, teacher social media, teacher sexual misconduct) for the utilization of current factual situations.
- Archive personal narratives as they emerge.
- Consider pulling ideas from other disciplines (e.g., social psychology, medical ethics, business ethics).
- Conduct informal interviews with individuals from other professions regarding the importance of codes of ethics and collective standards. Listen to their stories and extrapolate details.